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Debugging Debug  

A Next-Generation Approach To 
A Traditionally Time-Consuming Problem 

 

While semiconductor verification techniques have evolved considerably over the last 25 years, the 

debug of design problems found during verification has barely changed. New algorithms including 

Machine Learning, visualization approaches, and problem-solving ideas allow a different approach 

to debugging that saves up to an order of magnitude in debug time. Vtool has introduced CogitaTM, 

a next-generation debug solution that enables a logical methodology, allowing engineers to 

visualize the essence of the data and track down the root cause to problems in an efficient and 

error-free manner. Cooperating with existing debug environments, Cogita is particularly effective 

on large-scale designs verified using emulation and regression simulation, offering significant 

improvements right across the verification process.  

 

 

Introduction: 20 Years of Verification and Debug 

 

 

Since the inception of Hardware Description Languages (HDLs) and simulation, we have viewed 

verification output in the same way we analyzed discrete digital circuit cards, through the lens of 

the logic analyzer. It’s true that there are new windows on top of the good old-fashioned waveform 

tool, and the GUI is a bit fancier, but fundamentally we look at tool output, signal- by-signal, one 

time tick at a time.  

In this period, we have seen verification tools surpass simulation, with new emulation techniques, 

formal verification and more. Test descriptions have transitioned from 1s and 0s, to complex Object 

Oriented, Constrained Random programs. Of course, the designs themselves have dramatically 

grown in size and complexity, presenting us today with the full-blown System-on-Chip (SoC). Yet 

still, we examine and inspect these developments with our traditional signal level perspective. It’s 

not surprising that debug requires 36% or more of the total verification time, the most resource-

intensive phase of the entire chip development process. 
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At last, we have new thinking in terms of debug methodology. Without throwing away old tools and 

techniques, it is possible to add capability that accelerates tracking down the root cause of complex 

design and testbench issues, reported as a 5-10X productivity improvement. This paper will examine 

this approach that makes use of the Vtool CogitaTM Debug Solution, leveraging a practical example, 

to demonstrate the potential of next-generation debug.  

 

 

Traditional Debug Approaches and Solutions 

 

 

Engineers working on an early, discrete digital design made extensive use of logic analyzers that 

provided a powerful method to visualize digital signals over time in a waveform display. As such, it 

was inevitable that early ASIC digital logic simulators would incorporate a similar waveform tool. It 

soon became apparent that more powerful debug environments were possible and in the late 

1990s, four smaller companies had produced such tools, which incorporated improved waveform 

capability together with source code, register, schematic, logic cone analysis and log control 

windows. These tools also recognized a shift towards batch mode simulation and made use of 

compressed, high-performance signal databases. The Debussy, and then Verdi, debug tools from 

Novas Software, then Springsoft grew to dominate this space, see figure 1.  

figure 1 | Synopsys Verdi debug environment 

 

Although these tools offered powerful features, they were still very much signal level debug 

capabilities. Novas recognized common debug methodologies, which they exploited in their Verdi 
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tool. These involved spotting incorrect functionality and then involved analysis to track back from 

the offending signal-time combination to the root cause of the problem. Verdi was specifically 

designed to make this process as easy as possible. 

Over time new capability was added to these tools, including transaction displays, dynamic test 

representations for constrained random test benches, etc. However, the fundamental approach of 

signal level, logic cone analysis remained as the favoured debug approach.  

Verification has changed radically. Designs have grown, leveraging reused intellectual property. 

Design complexity has also changed with multi-core onboard processing, advanced algorithms and 

high-performance communication structures. Simulation has got faster and faster, and also given 

way to emulation and formal verification, with different characteristics in terms of data storage and 

use models. 

All these developments have put a strain on the debug tools. Be it efficiently processing large data 

sets, visualizing complex components, or examining intricate test scenarios, all of these activities 

are harder. This has led to debug occupying more than a third of the total verification effort [1]. The 

ultimate result of a missed or incorrectly repaired bug is a full fabrication re-spin, at great expense 

both in terms of money and time. 

It is time to re-examine the entire debug process and leverage new algorithms and capabilities that 

may be available to us, but without throwing away the good work performed over the last twenty-

five years.  

 

 

 Modern Debug Requirements  

 

 

To advance the state of the art in debugging it is worth considering the kinds of bugs that we are 

likely to encounter. In general, there are seven categories of bug, as follows, and these have all 

become more extreme. 

Basic design coding error 

The most common bug type is a simple coding error, for example, a state-machine arc incorrectly 

set, or using the wrong bit in a register. These bugs are usually resolved during block-level 

verification. 
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Misunderstood requirement 

The second largest reason for a re-spin is the situation where a specification item is either 

misunderstood or omitted. The debug of these issues is more complex as they often exhibit a 

mismatch against the checks, which can be hard to detect. 

Bad test vector creating the wrong input or check 

Of course, the test bench itself may incorporate a bug, particularly in the checks. The resulting 

debug effort can be complex due to a missing check being hard to predict.  

Misunderstood interaction from a different block 

Designers can make mistakes due to a lack of understanding of unfamiliar blocks they must work 

with. In this case, the debug effort often involves the broader team, and as such can be more 

involved.      

Bad connectivity 

A common source of the bug is a simple incorrect connection, often in a port list of a module, where 

a mistaken positioning of variable results in a problem. These are often picked up relatively easily, 

but once in a while can be hard to track down. 

Timing issue – misaligned functionality in timing 

A more complex bug can occur when a valid signal value, for example, is one clock cycle off from 

where expected. These can be very complex to debug as a root cause analysis can skip this problem, 

creating a bad assumption. 

Complex scenario corner case type of issue hard to predict 

Finally, tracking down a bug that exists due to multiple factors occurring at the same time often 

represents the hardest problem to find. When one of these tests do indeed fail, finding the 

confluence of issues requires careful analysis.  
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 A More Detailed Look at the Debug Process 

 

 

The debug process starts when a failing test is indicated and ends when we are sure of the root 

cause of the failure. In essence, it consists of a chain of assumptions, including questions and 

validations on those assumptions. 

We can look at this process as a classic flow chart, as illustrated in Figure 2.  

 

figure 2 | Debug process flowchart 

 

In this example, there are three scenarios: 

1. The path marked in red illustrates the situation where we get the wrong answer to Q1, 
leading to an incorrect conclusion and forcing the engineer to return to Q1 after wasting 
some time. 

2. The path marked in blue illustrates the situation where we get the correct answer without 
making any shortcuts, arriving at the bug in few steps. 

3. The path marked in green illustrates a good shortcut by asking a different question (Q 
uestionX), thereby leading to the bug faster than the blue path. It is this that we strive to 
accomplish using Cogita. 
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The shorter the chain is, the faster we find the bug. Ideally we wish to apply shortcuts as often as 

we can. However, the more times we make incorrect assumptions or answers, the longer the debug 

process. Achieving a balance between shortcuts with correct assumptions is the essence of effective 

debug. 

Some assumptions are so obvious that they are not even considered as such. We simply “know” 

them to be true. However, if these assumptions are incorrectly made, they can sometimes create a 

huge delay in the root-cause analysis process. A simple example most of us know (but may not 

admit), is looking at the wrong transaction in the waveform viewer, versus the report we see in the 

log file. Such as simple mistake can cost hours if it is used to drive multiple stages in the process. 

Since verification engineers spend 36% of their time in debug, a dramatic improvement in the debug 

time will result in significant resource and time-to-market savings. If we can decrease the number 

of the process steps, or avoid them completely while increasing the number of right answers, then 

our goal will be achieved. Cogita allows visibility across the process, while significantly improving 

the probability of correct assumptions, thereby making the entire process far more efficient. 

 

 

 Introducing Cogita: Next-Generation Debug 

 

Vtool has produced a new, next-generation debug solution named CogitaTM. Cogita takes an 

abstract, visual approach to debug that solves many of the issues noted above. It incorporates state-

of-the-art ergonomic, visualization technology, makes use of psychological studies into problem 

solving and large scale data analysis, and applies modern Machine Learning (ML) algorithms in order 

to examine large data in a cognitive manner, see Figure 3. In early usage Cogita has been proven to 

accelerate the debug process anywhere from 5X to 10X that of more traditional, signal level debug 

tools.  
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figure 3 | Vtool’s Cogita Debug Solution 

 

Cogita may be applied to large-scale block verification, particularly tuned to operate with complex 

UVM testbenches. It also brings unique debug power to tracking down intricate corner cases from 

SoC verification runs. With a focus on log information as well as key signals, Cogita minimizes the 

large data dumps required for traditional signal level analysis, making it ideal for emulation debug 

as well as large scale simulation regressions. Cogita may be used as a standalone debug capability 

for particularly complex blocks and SoCs, or used in conjunction with, and to enhance traditional 

debugging environments, providing a front-end to these tools that greatly accelerates the process. 

 

Cogita applies the following improvements to the debug process: 

 

• Reduces the chance of taking an incorrect assumption for granted. 

• Supporting the process of asking the right questions. 

• Validating assumptions or answering questions faster. 

• Revealing a possible path that could otherwise have been overlooked. 
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The key benefits of Cogita are: 

 

• Accelerates debug time, up to an order of magnitude, for a broad range of complex bug 
types. Given that debug represents 25% of the entire development time of a 
semiconductor, this represents a huge resource saving and time-to-market advantage. 

• Improves design and verification quality over and above coverage assessment through 
visibility into verification scenarios, allowing a clear understanding of convoluted design 
code for easy team communication and cooperation. 

• Extends debug for large-scale system verification on emulation, tracking down complex 
issues directly without the need for re-simulation, while working cohesively with existing 
debug and simulation environments. 

 

 

 

New Debug Elements, Building On The Old 

 

Part of the Cogita design included a psychological analysis of engineering debug to understand 

aspects of design and verification that could be used to drive a better ergonomic experience. This 

study led to four clear areas of focus, as follows: 

 
Abstraction 

 

The classic approach to improve an engineering task that is becoming too complex due to its size 

and detail is to raise the abstraction of design representation. In this way we plan cities, build 

aircraft and plan 500M gate SoCs. 

For example, there is no way an ASIC design could go beyond few thousand logic gates without 

shifting abstraction to the Register Transfer Level (RTL) and leveraging logic synthesis. Similarly, for 

software design, languages such as C and/or Java were an absolute requirement for anything but 

the most simple of programs. 
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Raising the abstraction of the debug process allows the engineer to inspect broader scenarios, 

consider larger aspects of verification execution, and arrive at correct assumptions faster. 

Ultimately Cogita allows the engineer to ask a question and get an answer. 

Our goal is to unify the data. Cogita processes data from a broad range of inputs, including 

simulation UVM logs, VIP logs, emulator logs, software messages and waveform databases, 

presenting them as one comprehensive high-level view. This allows the user to gain a more abstract 

perspective of all of this information in a single, comprehensive view. 

 

Visualization 

 

Cogita uses human senses to grasp a logical system. Our brain can process visual data, when 

presented correctly, 100s of times faster than textural. Simply put, we understand and process 

visual structures well. It is interesting that over 50% of the human brain is dedicated to visual 

processing, and we often neglect this fact as we create engineering tools. 

Cogita includes a sophisticated search mechanism that fetches and presents textual messages as 

colored bars along a time line. Numerical patterns and sequences of events can be easily grasped, 

enabling a streamlined debugging process. It is this rapid visualization of compounded event sets 

and search results that enable users to efficiently spot the rotten from the whole, which is not clear 

from inspecting individual signals or text. 

Classification 

Another powerful way to understand and debug complex systems is the process of classification. 

Classification in debug manifests itself in several different ways: 

 

• Selecting the relevant from the irrelevant data under inspection at any given moment. 
Looking at 10,000 signals or log messages is impossible. Thus, a focus on a few specific 
items of related data each time is critical. 

• Identify patterns. ASICs operate in cycles. Some test cases inject packets or transactions 
over and over again throughout a test. When debugging a system, one of our jobs (and it is 
a hard one) is to identify such patterns or cycles, attaching cause-and-effect to them. 

• Classify ‘good’ vs. ‘bad’ patterns. Why did this random test fail while the other 1000 in the 
regression passed? Why was this packet dropped while the rest of them were processed 
correctly? 
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Cogita has built-in Machine Learning (ML) algorithms that prepare and process input data (i.e. log 

files and waveforms). It then classifies and screens the information to make it simple to 

comprehend. The algorithm’s role in this process is to classify massive amounts of data and to direct 

the next inspection point, while making assumptions and conclusions in the root-cause analysis 

process. 

Navigation 

In order to efficiently step along the cause-and-effect chain described above, one needs an efficient 

navigation system that operates along the required dimensions of design space and time 

concurrently. Without it, we quickly become lost in details and by the time we answered a question 

along the assumption chain, we already forgot the assumption that led to it. 

All of these attributes are leveraged in effective debug environments today. However, opportunities 

exist to greatly improve upon them, as we will see. 

Cogita is equipped with a powerful Graphical User Interface (GUI) that helps the user navigate 

quickly and effectively between the different views required for an efficient debugging process. 

Included as part of this mechanism are powerful search and filtering options that extract specific 

data from general irrelevant detail. 

 

 

The Basic Cogita Methodology – Leveraging ML for Debug 

 

By using ML, Cogita can classify events into any number of different groups. It is often the case that 

there are many successful events in a test case and one or more unsuccessful ones. A test (or a 

group of tests) is generally compounded from multiple packets or transactions, producing cycles of 

several repeating events. Some tests pass successfully, while for others the verification 

environment reports an error. Traditionally, the debug process starts from a focus solely on the first 

failure and traces back, step-by-step, to the root cause, that is, the bug. 

Cogita proposes a radical shift in the debug approach. Engineers can now ask themselves “what is 

common to ALL failures, that never happened in a ‘Good’ scenario”, leading to a significant shortcut 

in the root-cause analysis process. This approach is explained in detail below. 

Consider the following example: A UVM environment is connected to a DUT’s AHB slave port. 

Multiple transactions are initiated by the environment, of which a small percentage returns an error 

response. The verification engineer now considers the question: “why has the DUT responded with 

an error?" 
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The traditional debug method inspects the first error in the hope that the root cause of the bug will 

be discovered and fixed. Yet rarely is it this simple. This leads to a process that is iterative, time 

consuming, and results in cumbersome and unstable code. In addition, the parameters related to 

all the failures are close to endless, and impossible to be grasped by one individual. 

The solution to this problem requires the adoption of a higher vantage point, where everything can 

be understood from a new perspective, by grasping the entire “picture” at once. It is this working 

alternative that drives the Cogita approach, starting with a different question. 

The first failure on its own is not so important. The question should be “what is the cause of ALL 

failures?” By finding this unifying cause, the debug cycle is clearly accelerated, and the code base 

we have to maintain throughout the project is more stable. 

In this example, the new perspective Cogita proposes suggests the following new question: 

“What is unique to all the AHB transactions that return an error response?” 

It is possible to apply advanced ML algorithms to this problem, through Cogita. Initially the data 

must be prepared for such an algorithm. The Cogita "players" are structured in such a way that ML 

algorithms can extract useful data from them directly - giving the engineers a unique opportunity 

to receive answers to such questions without requiring extra work. The algorithm returns the 

answer in a human-readable way, which can then further be filtered in a form of a "conversation" 

and interpreted in readable English. 

Question posed: 

“What is unique to all AHB transactions who return an error response?” 

Cogita generates an answer: 

“All AHB non sequential write transactions and an address <= 0x80 return an error.” 
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figure 4 | Vtool's Cogita Debug Solution 

 

The definite nature of the answer allows a verification engineer to immediately understand if this 

is an illegal configuration, or if it is a DUT failure, allowing them to pass the failure to the designer 

from a very effective vantage point. 

The algorithm cannot always achieve a 100% prediction rate. From a practical point of view, this 

means that some packets do not conform to the model created. These outliers are easily found, 

and further inspection of them unravels scenarios not detected even by the test checks. In the case 

displayed in Figure 4, the outliers point to a corner case contained in two back-to-back transactions, 

where the hresp from the first transaction arrives on the address phase of the following transaction. 

A very low accuracy of the model gives the engineer a valuable answer as well, i.e. "There is nothing 

related to all the failures", which practically suggests that the bug should be looked for elsewhere 

and debugging the AHB bridge will end up as fruitless exercise. 

This use of automation suggests a new mode of operation, where Cogita is used alongside 

emulation systems to capture bugs and diagnose them from huge amounts of data from multiple 

data sources. With emulation gaining in popularity, and the throughput of these machines being 

the major advantage, anything that can better analyze their massive data outputs, is very valuable. 
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Using Cogita’s Visualization for Debugging Shortcuts 

 

With regard to the debug process described above, our desire is to successfully create shortcuts 

and jump over debug stages. However, while doing that we are taking a risk of making a wrong turn 

into a dead-end. Cogita solves this using built-in visual representations. Because people process 

images much faster and efficiently then written text, engineers using Cogita are more likely to make 

the right decisions, jumping to the right conclusions. 

An example of this can be observed by using the “Player Config” feature of Cogita. The image in 

Figure 5 presents a player configuration saved previously by an engineer. The players and waveform 

signals were selected based on the engineer’s accumulated experience of debugging the same 

testbench multiple times with Cogita. 

This particular combination of shape and color provides important information that enables 

immediate conclusions, such as: 

• The test is not doing what it is intended to do. No need for debugging, fix and rerun. 

• The RTL problem already reported still exists. Validating this one assumption saves a long 
debug process. 

• Latency to the RAM is heavily affected by read access. We have a problem we did not 
anticipate. 

 

figure 5 | Player Configuration Saved From a Previous Session 
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Furthermore, this image reveals bugs that were not reported by any of the checkers. Cogita’s visual 

snapshot of the test, in many cases, points out important information that would otherwise be 

overlooked. 

 

A Packet Manager Debug Case Study 

 

In this case study, Cogita was used to find a design bug in a packet manager design. This Design 

Under Test (DUT) handles complex datapath operations, with multiple packets running in parallel 

through the design. 

It should be noted that this is a very simple example, with the idea of demonstrating in a paper form 

a straightforward, but real, application of the tool. For more realistic demonstrations that show the 

full power of Cogita, please refer to the Vtool website ‘thevtool.com’ or contact the company. 

 
The DUT and the failure 

The DUT in question is a complex packet manager. There are several data paths, crossing the DUT 

back and forth, with multiple, interleaved channels handled at the same time. 

 

figure 6 | Case Study DUT: A Packet Manager 

 

The DUT and the UVM verification environment is illustrated in figure 6. For simplicity, only a small 

portion of the datapaths and components are described. 

The DUT makes use of complex packet structures, with read and write requests coming from the 

PCK_IN port, transferred to the AXI port on the right-hand side, and then the response travels back 

to the PCK_OUT port. 
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Many instances of each UVC type are connected and the access is controlled by a request- grant 

mechanism. The APB port is used for configuration but also for another data path not illustrated 

here. 

A verification run is executed generating a log file which details correct packet transfer. By nature, 

these log files are big, containing a lot of information that is not relevant for specific debug 

scenarios. 

In this example, after a few good transactions, error messages are observed as shown in figure 7 

below, reporting a data mismatch on the AXI port. This could mean incorrect sampling by the AXI 

monitor, a mismatch in expected versus collected data in the scoreboard, or many other issues. 

 

 figure 7 | UVM Error Message Showing Packet Mismatchsion 

 

 

 

Step-by-step debug with Cogita 

We now show the step-by-step process to debug these issues with Cogita. 

Step 1: Open the log file in Cogita 

On loading the log file into Cogita, the basic view is displayed, see figure 8. The display reveals the 

following: 

• Left side - A timeline with bars representing messages. The higher the bar, the more messages 

there are in this time. The red cursor is placed at the first error by default. 

• Right side – Messages from the log, with the scroller placed in the time point the cursor is at. 
 

This view sometimes provides a shortcut because, for example, quiet periods in the simulation are 

visible instantly. 

UVM_ERROR ../../src/xxx_env_sb.sv(1540) @ 1563 ns: 

uvm_test_top.env.sb.ind_wr_sb_list[5] 

[match_ind_wr_axis] AXI-S data mismatch in byte 0 CHANNEL: 5, 

exp: 'h8043353c28db739f9a048e9f879c5fcd, 

act: 'h78efee8e652372f58403525e1363046f 
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figure 8 | The Base Cogita View 

 

 

Step 2 – Validating correct monitor sampling 

Question: "Is the reported “actual” value really the output of the DUT or is there a sampling problem 

with the monitor?" 

Answering this question with Cogita is easy because the engineer does not have to switch between 

viewing the log file in an editor and the waveform. Cogita can read data from multiple sources, 

including the waveform database (vcd, trn, vpd, fsdb) and can jointly present both over a single 

timeline. The screenshot in figure 9 clearly shows the error message, together with the relevant 

signals of the AXI-S I/F. 

 

figure 9 | Displaying the error message in Cogita 

 

Answer: "Yes, the reported “actual” value is really the output of the DUT." 

Step 3 and Step 4 – Looking for the actual and expected data at the input  

Question: "Was the expected data sent over the input to the DUT and when?"  

Question: "Was the actual data sent over the input to the DUT and when?" 

 
Answering each of the above questions is extremely confusing without Cogita. One would have to 

search the log file for two different values, open the waveform viewer, look again, extract the 
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timepoint, etc. Not that it is impossible, it is simply time-consuming and, more importantly, prone 

to the kind of mistake that sends the engineer back to the debug starting point. 

With Cogita, we simply create two new “Players,” see figure 10. A player is a smart search over the 

log that shows only relevant messages, screening out all others. 

 

figure 10 | Cogita "Players" provide smart searches 

 

Answer: "Both expected and actual data were sent over the input. Actual (Purple player) first at 

1215 ns and Expected (Green player) at 1267 ns. " 

 

Step 5 – Analyzing the data channels 

So now, we know that both expected and actual data from the error were sent into the DUT.  

Question: "To which channel does each data packet belong?" 
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To answer this question with Cogita, we simply set the height of the bars to represent values of 

interest from within the message. 

 figure 11 | Using the display bar height to display data number 

 

Figure 11 demonstrates each player’s height represents the channel number. This makes it clearly 

visible that the expected data (starts with h’1B47) was sent over the input with channel 5, while the 

actual data (starts with h’2E13) has channel number 4. Since the UVM_ERROR at the end has a 

height of 5 (it checks channel 5), we conclude that the DUT had switched the data from channel 4 

onto the output of channel 5. 

Answer: "Data h’2E13 belongs to channel 4 but sent out over channel 5. 

    Data h’1B47 belongs to channel 5 and is lost." 

This is a bug in the RTL code itself that is now easy to track down. 

 

Debug process summary 

 

In this case study, the debug process with Cogita included three steps. Cogita helped the process in 

several ways: 

• Each answer is leading to the next meaningful question. 

• Finding the answers (or validating the assumptions) is much faster. 

• The chances of taking a wrong turn, going backwards in the debugging process, is almost 
impossible using Cogita. 
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It should be noted that in this real end-user example, a previous debug time of 1 hour was reduced 

to 10 minutes, representing a 6X speed up in debug time. In general, on real test cases, debug 

acceleration of between 5X to 10X has been observed. 

 

 

Summary 

 

This paper has considered the evolution of the verification problem and noted that, while bug 

conditions have become more extreme, debugging methodologies have barely changed in 25 years 

or more. We attempt to explore the essence of debug and introduce a new capability, Cogita from 

Vtool that captures this essence. We explain the four major characteristics required of such a tool, 

Abstraction, Visualization, Classification and Navigation, and then go on to show how new 

visualization and algorithmic techniques, including ML, can be leveraged to take a new, structured 

approach to debug. We explore a simple test case that exhibited a 6X improvement in debug time, 

and show how in general an acceleration of 5-10X is possible with this new solution. 

This paper can only go so far in detailing the possibilities of this new tool that has been shown to 

provide significant savings across the semiconductor development process. As with many 

graphically oriented solutions, witnessing its capabilities first-hand is the only way to truly assess its 

potential. Videos are available on thevtool.com and the company will provide live demonstrations 

on request. 

Cogita is not just a device, Cogita is a perception. 
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